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Summary  
 
Reading is fundamental to learning. Technology, Reading & Digital Literacy offers new strategies to 
inspire and motivate students – even the most reluctant readers. This book gives educators new tactics 
to help students discover the joys of reading, improve writing and storytelling skills, and expand the 
use of technology for learning. 
 
Technology, Reading & Digital Literacy shows teachers how to connect traditional teaching strategies 
with engaging online tools and resources designed to inspire a love of literature in new and reluctant 
readers. Learn about exciting educational websites that help students find the perfect book, discuss 
their reading with the class, share a great story with peers around the globe and improve their writing 
abilities. 
 
Educators will uncover new methods for integrating traditional teaching strategies with engaging 
technology to tap into students as creators, innovators and out-of-the-box thinkers. The book is filled 
with a robust collection of literacy tools and resources to support the transition to digital literacy, 
including 

· custom book lists 
· virtual book clubs 
· video and animated book talks 
· writer’s wikis. 

 

Other Resources  
 

· Teaching Literacy in the Digital Age: Inspiration for All Levels and Literacies (IST1970) 
· Literacy is Not Enough: 21st Century Fluencies for the Digital Age (CO1159) 
· Digital and Media Literacy: Connecting Culture and Classroom (CO1098) 
· The Path to Get There: Literacy Learning for Higher Student Achievement  

Across the Disciplines (TCP0638) 
 


